professional-class product. Whether you

You can customize

select Legacy Woodgrain Textured Steel

your 20-gauge

or Smooth Steel, our entry systems will

entry door by

provide an elegant, durable and energy

ordering different

efficient addition to any home.

styles and finishes
on each side of
your door.

™

Legacy Steel

Legacy Steel features add up to a

Custom Widths & Heights.
Need a little more height or a little

Smooth

less width? We are pleased to offer
customized door widths and heights
in 1⁄8" increments.

7-Year*
Finish
Warranty
for Legacy Steel
Entry Systems

Woodgrain
Textured

* Warranty time period may be limited in extreme
exposure applications. See warranty for details.

Most Legacy
Steel Entry
Systems are
ENERGY STAR
Certified.

Patented†

Legacy Steel Door Styles
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Sidelite Styles
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8' Sidelites

8' Doors






20-gauge Woodgrain Textured Steel
22-gauge Woodgrain Textured Steel
20-gauge Smooth Steel
20-gauge Smooth Steel with High-Definition Embossing
Indicated Legacy Steel doors are
available as an Impact Shield Product.
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NOT tested for Certified Wind Load regions
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GARAGE SOLUTIONS
†

Patent - USD621062

To select stain or
paint color, refer
to our color
selector for
accurate color
representation.

The edges and face skin of our steel
doors are one continuous piece
of steel for strength and durability.

Special adhesives/thermal barrier
reduce heat and cold transfer,
while our exclusive tab and slot
system of mechanical interlocks
gives the door exceptional
structural strength.

Sears doors are foam filled by a
computer driven process that
ensures the optimal foam fill for
maximum energy efficiency
and strength.

Smooth and Textured Paint Finishes

Composite top and bottom
endcaps increase rigidity and
energy efficiency.

Limited Colors*

Legacy Steel Construction

Legacy
Advantages

To reinforce the lock and deadbolt
area, we add a rigid composite
lock block to all of our steel doors.

Our 20-gauge steel doors give you
49% more galvannealed steel than
a standard 24-gauge door.
NEW Plugless Window Trim is
optional on Legacy Steel

Smooth Steel with High-Definition Embossing

GARAGE SOLUTIONS

866-370-1152
www.searsgaragedoors.com/entrydoors

• Embossed texture provides a traditional panel 		
		 wood door look
• Provides deep shadow lines accentuating the
		 character of the door's design
• Rich contouring adds depth and artistic character
(Only available in styles with  symbol shown on flip side)

* Available on entry doors and storm doors.
Matching cladding and caulking not available.

